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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.
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Test
Introduction to Handling and Restraining Animals

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

The type of restraint that sometimes requires injections

Use of ropes or chutes to restrain

Controlling the movement and activity of an animal

An animal's temperament, mood and body language

Tension knot to secure an animal 

Psychological 

Hitch

Restraint

Disposition

Physical

Chemical

Training and use of the herding instinct

Animal                      is used to control movement and activity of an animal.

The object of restraint is to protect the                     and the                   .

A                     will not slip, the loop will remain the same size for use around an animals neck. 

Companion animals are restrained for                          and                      . 

Be prepared for a potential                           when using chemical restraint.

Handler                     and                      are important when restraining animals. 

Describe the dangers of Chemical Restraint. 
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.
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Test
Introduction to Handling and Restraining Animals

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Psychological Restraint Physical

A bowline knot will not slip, the loop will remain the same size for use around an animals 
neck. 

Hitch Disposition Chemical

The type of restraint that sometimes requires injections

Use of ropes or chutes to restrain

Training and use of the herding instinct

Controlling the movement and activity of an animal

An animal's temperament, mood and body language

Tension knot to secure an animal 

Animal     restraint          is used to control movement and activity of an animal.

The object of restraint is to protect the  animal       and the  handler            .

Companion animals are restrained for  medical exams     and    treatment         . 

Be prepared for a potential    reaction           when using chemical restraint.

Handler knowledge  and     experience          are important when restraining animals. 

Describe the dangers of Chemical Restraint. 

overdose, adverse reaction, cost and recovery reaction


